GREEK ARCHAEOLOGY GROUP & PREHISTORIC AND EARY GREECE GRADUATE SEMINAR
TW: @GREEKARCHOXON
TRINITY TERM 2024

Week 1 (Thursday, 25 April)
Virginia Webb (Independent), A Tale of Two (City) Sanctuaries: Samos and Miletus

Week 2 (Thursday, 2 May)
Gunnel Ekroth (University of Uppsala), Putting Food on the Table: Towards an Iconography of Foodstuffs

Week 3 (Thursday, 9 May)
Julia Kretschmer (University of Basel), Whose Voice? Exploring the Phenomenon of ‘Speaking Objects’ from the Late Geometric to the Classical Periods (8th–5th c. BCE)

Week 4 (Thursday, 16 May)
Dimitris Grimanelis (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens), Burial, Society, and Ceramic Production on Early Iron Age Paros: The Vitzi Cemetery at Paroikia

Week 5 (Thursday, 23 May)
Lucia Nixon (University of Oxford), Minoan Water Cults

Week 6 (Thursday, 30 May)
Emma Aston (University of Reading), The Meanings of Rivers for Ancient Thessalian Communities

All lectures are held at 1pm (UK time) in the Lecture Room, Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont St, Oxford, OX1 2PG.
Everyone welcome. Meetings are followed by tea, coffee, and cake.

Senior Member: Prof. Irene S. Lemos
Convenors: Myrto Kokkalia, (myrto.kokkalia@merton.ox.ac.uk)
Filippos Roussos (filippos.roussos@merton.ox.ac.uk)